Chapter 3

The Moon
Which is more useful, the sun or the moon? The moon is more
useful since it gives light during the night, when it is dark,
whereas the sun shines only in the daytime, when it is light anyway.
– George Gamow

1. The Real and Apparent Motions of the Moon
ext to the earth and sun, the moon is the most familiar astronomical body.
It is the earth’s satellite. Mercury and Venus have no satellites. Pluto has two,
discovered in 1978 and 2006. All the rest of the planets have moons,
numbering from two for Mars and Neptune to ever-increasing totals for Jupiter,
Uranus and Saturn as further study and space probe information is processed.
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Astronomically speaking, the moon is very companionable, being the nearest
permanent body to the earth and sharing with the earth a motion about the sun.
Consequently, it can be studied directly and in more detail than any other body outside
the earth. It is also thus far the only astronomical body near enough for manned
exploration.
Like everything else in the sky, the moon appears to rise in the east and set in the
west, but like nothing else in the sky, its simultaneous eastward motion among the
stars is at an apparent rate of over half a degree an hour on the average. To be sure, the
earth and moon are actually moving about their common center of gravity which, in
all strictness is what moves about the sun in obedience to Kepler’s laws. Then too, the
earth, moon and sun are three gravitating bodies, and their relative motions will
present all the complications of the famous three-body problem. But for most
purposes, it suffices to regard the moon’s relative motion as one of revolution about
the earth. To a first approximation, the moon’s relative orbit about the earth is an
ellipse with the earth at one focus, and in its motion the moon obeys Kepler’s laws.
The plane of its orbit has an inclination of
to the ecliptic, the eccentricity of its
orbit is 0.0549, and its major semi-axis is 238,860 miles. From the mean distance and
eccentricity one can very easily calculate that at perigee the moon is 225,700 miles
from the earth, at apogee 252,000 miles. The moon’s sidereal period is 27.32166
days or
.
These data are true only in an averages sense, however. The attraction of the sun
upon the moon retards the moon with respect to the earth at times of new and full
moon, increases its period as much as 2 hours when the earth approaches perihelion,
causes very considerable changes in the orbital eccentricity, makes the inclination
fluctuate slightly, advances the line joining perigee and apogee (the line of apsides)
once around in 8.85 years, and is responsible for a westward regression of the line of
intersection of the earth’s and moon’s orbits (the line of nodes) through 360 in 18.6
years. In view of the magnitude of these perturbations, one is very likely to be
sympathetic to the view that the earth perturbs the moon’s motion around the sun
rather than that the sun perturbs the moon’s motion about the earth.

The moon’s orbit is always concave toward the sun because the attraction of the sun
upon the moon is greater than the attraction of the earth upon the moon. No other
satellite in the solar system has an orbit always concave toward the sun.

The former view is literally true if we consider the
moon’s motion in space rather than its motion relative to the
earth, for the sun’s attraction upon the moon is more than
twice the earth’s, and the motions of both earth and moon
are governed in the main by the sun. Because the attraction
of the sun for the earth or moon is greater than the earth’s or
moon’s attractions for each other, the earth’s and moon’s
accelerations will always be toward the sun, and therefore
the orbits of both will at all times be concave toward the
sun, a fact which is commonly overlooked when one
considers only the moon’s relative motion about the earth.
2. The Phases of the Moon
he revolution of the moon about the earth and the
fact that the moon is illuminated by the sun together
are responsible for the moon’s showing phases,
waxing from new to full, then waning to new again. It is
easy to see why the various phases occur. It is because only
half the moon can be illuminated at one time and this half
will generally not coincide except in part with the half of the
moon which faces the earth; their common part is what is
seen from the earth.
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Thus, when the sun and moon are in conjunction, the
illuminated hemisphere of the moon will face directly away
from the earth; at this phase the moon is new. About two
weeks later, when the moon is at opposition, the illuminated
hemisphere of the moon faces the earth; at this phase the
moon is full. Between times, the moon’s illuminated and
visible hemispheres overlap by increasing or decreasing
amounts according as the moon is waxing or waning. When
the western half of the moon is illuminated, it is first
quarter phase; when the eastern half is lighted, the phase is
last quarter (or third quarter). Between quarters and full
phase it is gibbous, while between quarters and new it is
crescent.
The period of the moon’s phases is the period with
respect to the apparent sun; this is its synodic period. The
length of the moon’s synodic period is 29.530588 days or
, to within less than a tenth of a second. The excess of synodic over
sidereal period is the time required by the moon to move from where it last passed the
sun to the sun’s new position.
The earthward hemisphere of the moon shows varying proportions of
illumination as the moon revolves about the earth. The sequence of
different illuminations constitutes the phases of the moon.

Inasmuch as the moon moves farther east of the sun daily, its time of transit will
be delayed by an average amount of
of mean solar time. But the same causes
which produce a variation of the length of the apparent solar day – namely, inclination
of the apparent path to the celestial equator and non-uniform orbital motion – operate
to produce deviations in the amount of daily delay of the moon’s transits; the actual
delay may be any amount between 38 and 66 minutes.
Just as the moon exhibits phases when seen from the earth, the earth will exhibit
phases when seen from the moon, the only difference being that when the moon is full
the earth is new and vice versa. Hence the dark part of the crescent moon will receive
sunlight from the gibbous earth. In the illumination of this earthlight we see the dark
part of the moon as “the old moon in the new moon’s arms”.
3. The Moon’s Rotation
s the moon revolves about the earth, it also rotates upon its axis in a
counterclockwise sense as seen from above the north pole. Its period of rotation
is precisely equal to its period of revolution. Hence a sidereal day on the moon
is 27.3 days and the mean solar day on the moon is 29.5 terrestrial days – necessarily
the same as its synodic period of rotation and revolution.
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It is preposterously improbable that the perfect equality of the moon’s periods of
rotation and revolution is coincidental. It is much more reasonable to suppose that the
moon’s period of rotation has been adjusted by some agency such as the tidal force of
the earth upon the moon. It is this same tidal force, presumably, which has caused the
moon to be bulged an estimated one third of a mile along one diameter.
The bulge is, in fact, along the diameter which is directed toward the earth or
nearly so. For the moon always turns the same face toward the earth because of (1) the
equality of its periods of rotation and revolution and (2) the fact that both are from
west to east. To see that this is so, consider the separate effects of rotation and
revolution upon the appearance of the moon from the earth. If the man in the moon
were to stare squarely toward any fixed point among the stars, he would be forced to
look away from us during part of his revolution. In particular, his gaze would be
diverted from us by as many degrees as his revolution had carried him from the line
of sight which includes the earth. On the other hand, to keep his eye on us, he would
need to turn his head precisely this many degrees, which for one revolution requires
one rotation of his head. It is obvious, moreover, that the periods of the two motions
must be exactly equal, for the effect of even a minute difference would accumulate
over centuries so as to show us the man in the moon’s profile rather than full face.And
yet, during a month it is possible to see somewhat more than an exact 50 per cent of
the moon's surface by taking advantages of the opportunities afforded by librations
(literally “balancings”). Librations are slight apparent oscillations of the moon and are
of four kinds. One of them, diurnal librations, is due to the earth's own rotation,
which carries an observer half way around the world in 12 hours, thus allowing him
to view the moon from positions far enough apart to show slightly different
hemispheres, i.e., a little around each edge. This libration is thus really an oscillation
of the observer, not the moon, though the apparent effect is all the same.
A second type of libration, latitudinal libration, results from the lunar equator’s
being inclined about
to its orbit,
to the ecliptic. As a result of this
inclination, we shall see first one pole tipped earthward, giving us a view beyond it,
then the other half a revolution later.

The arrows 1, 1', 1" and 1'’‘ all point in the same direction. The arrows 1,2,3, and 4
point toward the earth and are therefore rotated from the directions 1, 1', etc., by the angle
through which the moon revolves.

The most important libration, longitudinal libration, is equal to the difference
which usually exists between the number of degrees through which the moon has
rotated and the number of degrees it has revolved in its orbit. There is a difference
between them because the moon rotates at a uniform rate whereas in accord with the
law of areas the rate of revolution is variable. The resulting libration in longitude will
disclose about
on each limb which would otherwise be invisible. Diurnal,
latitudinal and longitudinal librations combine to show 59 per cent of the moon’s
surface. Of course, only 50 per cent is visible at any one time, though 41 per cent is
never invisible from the earth, and the visibility of 18 per cent is subject to librations.
Actually, the rate of the moon’s rotation on its axis is not absolutely uniform, though
very nearly so. Because of longitudinal and latitudinal librations, the moon’s slight
bulge fails to be always turned directly toward the earth. The earth’s attraction upon
the excess which forms the bulge is thereby able to produce a very small true
oscillation of the moon’s longest diameter. This is called physical libration; it
permits a view of an additional mile of the moon’s equator on either side. The portion
of the moon’s surface not visible from the earth has been photographed from satellites.

4. Eclipses of the Sun and Moon
s the moon goes around the earth, the shadow it casts will sometimes fall
on the earth; at other times, the earth’s shadow will fall on the moon. From the
earth, these occurrences will be observed as an eclipse of the sun (solar
eclipse) and an eclipse of the moon (lunar eclipse), respectively.
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If the moon moved along the ecliptic as the sun does, there would be one eclipse
of each kind every synodic period of the moon, for then the moon would come
squarely between the earth and sun at each new moon and the earth would come
squarely between the sun and moon at each full moon. But this does not take place,
for the reason that the moon does not follow the ecliptic but rather an orbit inclined
to it. Hence the moon can sail above or skirt below the sun and in the same manner
dodge the shadow of the earth at full moon. As a result, the combined number of
eclipses can never exceed seven in any year and may be as few as two.

In order that an eclipse occur, the line from earth to sun must nearly coincide with
the line from earth to m oon. This is the case when the line of nodes,
, is
directed toward the sun (as at the right); such times are called eclipse seasons.
Several months later (as on the left), the line from earth to moon may be directed as
much as
above or below the line from earth to sun.

The specific condition to be met in order that an eclipse take place is that the sun
be sufficiently near a node of the moon’s orbit. The nodes are common to the apparent
paths of both sun and moon and could conceivably be occupied simultaneously by
both moon and sun (or by the moon and the earth’s shadow, which is opposite the
sun). But it is not even necessary that the moon and the sun (or the moon and the
earth's shadow) have exactly the same position on the celestial sphere at the time of
an eclipse. Both appear as disks of about half a degree in diameter; These disks will
appear to overlap to some extent even though their centers may be up to half a degree
apart. For a solar eclipse, this can be the case only when both sun and moon are within
of the same node; for a lunar eclipse, this can be the case only when the sun
and moon are within
of opposite nodes. These angular distances are called
the ecliptic limits for the most favorable circumstances.

In order that an eclipse occur, the line from earth to sun must nearly coincide with
the line from earth to moon. This is the case when the line of nodes, NN’. Is directed
toward the sun (as at the right); such times are called eclipse seasons. Several months
later (as on the left), the line from earth to moon may be directed as much as much as
5 degrees above or below the line from earth to sun.

As it would appear on the celestial sphere, the sun’s position at
is the extreme western
position at which it could make contact with the moon, as at
; similarly, the sun’s position
at
is the extreme eastern position at which the sun could make contact with the moon, as
at
. Beyond these limits, the sun and moon would miss each other. The distances of
and
from the nodes are therefore the ecliptic limits.

It is not difficult to see that twice a year the sun must be within the ecliptic limit
for a solar eclipse. What is more, it will be within the ecliptic limit of each node for
more than a month, since its average rate of motion along the ecliptic is not quite
per day. Since the sun is within the ecliptic limits for a length of time greater than the
moon’s synodic period, there cannot fail to be a new moon at some time during this
interval. Hence the sun must suffer an eclipse at least twice a year — once near each
node.
By supposing extreme conditions, one can see how there might be four solar
eclipses in one year. If the new moon were to eclipse the sun just as the latter first
comes within the ecliptic limits, the moon can catch the sun again before the sun can
have had time to pass beyond the ecliptic limit of that node. Consequently, two solar
eclipses may occur within a month of each other and be followed by a second pair
after half a year.
But there may sometimes occur even a fifth solar eclipse in a single calendar year.
This is possible because of the regression of the moon’s nodes. As has been seen, the
nodes of the moon’s orbit move westward about 20 per year. As a result, the sun will
return to a given node just 346.62 days (an eclipse year) after its last conjunction with
that node. Therefore, in any year in which an eclipse takes place in the first 19 days
of January, the sun may again be within the ecliptic limit of the first node before the
calendar year is out. In this way, five eclipses of the sun can take place in one calendar
year; this is the greatest possible number.

By an exactly similar argument, it can be determined that as many as three lunar
eclipses can occur in one year. This lesser maximum is due to the fact that, on account
of the smaller lunar ecliptic limits, lunar eclipses can never occur in pairs. In no case
can there be more than seven eclipses in a year; these may be either five solar and two
lunar or four solar and three lunar. For example, in 1935 there were five solar and two
lunar eclipses, while in 1982 they were divided four and three. There were only two
eclipses in 1933 and these were, of course, both solar.
It might at first sight seem surprising that the ecliptic limits for solar eclipses are
greater than the ecliptic limits for lunar eclipse, for one expects the earth's shadow to
be as much larger than the moon's shadow as the earth is larger than the moon;
therefore it might be expected that the frequency of lunar eclipses would be
correspondingly greater than the frequency of solar eclipses. One may see why this
expectation is not borne out by considering the simple geometry of eclipses.

The compound shadow cone generated by the spherical earth (or moon) in the light
of all points of the sun’s surface from limb A to limb B consists of an umbra (the
region common to the shadow cones of all points of the sun’s surface), an annulus
cone (the region common to points about the center of the sun’s disc), and a
penumbra (the region common to some but not all points on the limb of the sun’s
disk).

The shadow which the earth (or moon) casts in the light from any point such as A
on the sun’s disk will evidently be a cone-shaped volume GAH, whose vertex is at the
point A and whose surface is tangent to the earth (or moon); everywhere within the
cone GAH on the side of the earth away from the sun, the point A is obscured by the
opaque earth. Consider points such as A and B on opposite sides of the sun’s disk.
The shadow cones for these points will have a certain volume in common; for the
whole set of points about the limb of the sun's disk, their common volume is likewise
a cone (CED), tangent to the earth and with vertex away from the sun. This volume
is known as the earth’s (or moon’s) shadow cone or umbra. Within the umbra, lights
from all parts of the sun is cut off, since it is common to the shadow cones of all
points of the sun's disk. The vertex E of the earth’s shadow cone is on the average
859,000 miles from the center of the earth; the moon's shadow cone averages 232,000
miles in length.
Beyond the vertex E of the umbra is a conical volume JEH which is not part of the
shadow cone of any point on the sun's limb but within which the center of the sun’s
disk is occulted. This region is called the annulus cone, since within it only a ring or

annulus of points about the edge of the sun’s disk can be seen. The remainder of the
region of partial shadow (FCEJ and GDEH) is the penumbra or semi-shadow. Within
the penumbra, a part of the sun’s limb will be obscured.

The moon will produce a total eclipse when it comes anywhere within the limits S
and
whereas it must be within the lesser limits L and
to be totally eclipsed.
This explains the difference between the ecliptic limits for solar and lunar eclipses.

It is now clear why total solar eclipses are more frequent than total lunar eclipses
and why the ecliptic limits are larger for solar than for lunar eclipses. It is simply
because the region of space from which the moon's shadow will fall on the earth (the
region from S to) is larger than the region which the moon must enter to be eclipsed
(the region from L to L ; The former is about 10,000 miles across at the moon’s
distance whereas the latter is only about 5700 miles across.
An observer anywhere in the umbra will see a total eclipse of the sun; in the
annulus cone he will witness an annular eclipse; and in the penumbra he will see a
partial eclipse. Because the penumbra is so much more extensive than either the
umbra or annulus cone, partial eclipses of the sun and moon are more frequent and can
be seen from a much larger area of the earth’s surface than can total or annular
eclipses. In fact, the average number of exclusively partial solar eclipses per century
is 83.8, while 77.3 are at best annular, 65.9 are total, and 10.5 are both total and
annular.*
Besides there being more partial than total eclipses, even an eclipse which appears
total in some localities will be seen as partial in a much larger neighboring region.
Hence it is not surprising that though a total eclipse of the sun will on the average be
observed only once in 360 years in any particular locality, a partial eclipse of the sun
is not a particularly uncommon sight.
5. The Circumstances of Eclipses
total eclipse of the sun is both the most interesting and least frequent kind
of eclipse. Its occurrence requires that special conditions be met. For, since the
size of the moon’s apparent disk is very nearly equal to that of the sun’s, both
sun and moon must arrive at a node almost simultaneously. It is also most favorable
for total eclipse that the moon’s apparent size be a maximum, the sun’s minimum,
though this is not strictly necessary. The former condition is met when the moon is at
perigee, the latter when the earth is at aphelion. Under these most favorable
circumstances, the solar ecliptic limit is
. The earth will then cut deepest into
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the moon’s longest possible shadow cone, and the moon will appear enough larger
than the sun to keep it covered for nearly 7.5 minutes in any one locality along the
center line; this is the greatest possible length for totality. Under the most unfavorable
circumstances (moon at apogee, earth at perihelion), the solar ecliptic limit is only
. The moon’s umbra then falls 20,500 miles short of the earth and the earth
experiences an annular eclipse in which the apparently smaller moon is unable to
cover completely the apparently larger sun.
An eclipse may begin and end as an annular eclipse and yet be total for a short
time during mid-eclipse. This will occur whenever the moon’s umbra falls short of the
earth’s surface at the beginning and at the end of the path of the eclipse, being just
long enough, however, to reach the nearest points of the earth’s surface. An eclipse
of this sort took place on April 28, 1930. The path along which it was visible extended
from Polynesia nearly to the British Isles, but only from California to Montana was
it seen to be total and then only for 1.5 seconds.
But even at best, the earth’s surface cuts so near the vertex of the moon’s umbra
that the circle of complete shadow is always less than 167 miles in diameter. About
this circle for as far as 3000 miles is the region of the penumbra, in which not all the
sun’s disk is covered and the eclipse is seen as partial.

The map shows the progress of the total solar eclipse of September 12, 1950.

Since the eastward traveling moon is overtaking the sun from the west, its shadow
will fall first on the west limb of the earth, where the sun is just rising. The shadow
will move eastward across the earth’s surface as the moon moves eastward in front of
the sun. It finally leaves the east limb of the earth, where the sun is just rising.
Consequently every solar eclipse will begin at sunrise at some point and end at sunset
about halfway around the earth. Actually, the path of an eclipse spans somewhat less
than half the earth, since the earth turns in the same direction the shadow moves, and
at the end of the eclipse the point where the eclipse began is no longer on the west
limb of the earth.
The minimum speed at which the moon’s shadow moves across the earth’s surface
is equal to the moon’s speed in its orbit (about 2300 miles per hour) minus the earth’s
rate of rotation in the same direction. This can result in a net rate as low as 1100 miles
per hour at the equator when the moon is overhead. On the other hand, the shadow
may travel as fast as 5000 miles per hour over parts of the earth’s surface where it falls
obliquely.
The area over which the moon's umbra or annulus cone sweeps is called the path
of the eclipse. Because of the speed at which the umbra traverses the eclipse path and
the fact that the umbra is never more than 167 miles across at the earth’s surface, it
is easy to see that totality can never last long — 7.5 minutes at most. By chasing the
moon’s shadow across Africa during the eclipse of June 30, 1973, French and
American scientists aboard a Concorde aircraft were able to prolong their observations
of totality to 74 minutes. An annular eclipse may last somewhat longer than a total
eclipse, while the partial phase of either total or annular eclipse may last more than 4
hours.
Eclipses of the moon are less frequent than eclipses of the sun in about the ratio
of three to four. The circumstances of a lunar eclipse are also rather different. A total
eclipse of the moon takes place whenever the whole moon enters the umbra of the
earth’s shadow, which at the moon’s average distance is about 5700 miles across. The
greatest length of time the moon can spend in the umbra is 1 hour and 40 minutes, a
considerable length of time compared with the brief duration of a total eclipse of the
sun.
In spite of their less frequent occurrence, total eclipses of the moon are much more
commonly observed than total eclipses of the sun. Whereas an eclipse of the sun can
be seen as total only along the narrow eclipse path, a total eclipse of the moon can be
seen from any point of the night-time hemisphere of the earth. If the moon can be seen
at all, it will be seen in eclipse; the same is not true of the sun in a solar eclipse.
Moreover, during the time of totality an additional part of the earth will be rotated into
a position from which the eclipse may be viewed (and an equal part rotated out), so
that actually more than half the earth will be able to view a single total lunar eclipse.
6. The Prediction of Eclipses
o most people it is astonishing that the time of an eclipse can be predicted
to within a second or two and that its path can be forecast to within a quarter of
a mile. What is required is a very detailed knowledge of the motions of the
moon and sun. From the accurately computed positions of sun and moon as they
would appear at the earth’s center it is possible to determine a set of quantities called
the elements of the eclipse; from these, the conditions of an eclipse can be found for
any point on the earth’s surface. The calculations of the elements and general
circumstances of eclipses is done in the United States at the Naval Observatory in
Washington, D.C. Approximate calculations of the elements of all eclipses between
1207 B.C. and 2162 A.D. have been made by Oppolzer, an Austrian astronomer of the
nineteenth century. These computations have been improved and extended by modern
high-speed computers.
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The calculations for a prediction of an eclipse of the moon are very much simpler
than those for a solar eclipse. For one thing, the instant of eclipse is the same for all
parts of the world where the eclipse is visible. For another, the predictions need not
be as accurate, for immersion of the moon in the earth's umbra is not the abrupt sort
of phenomenon that totality in a solar eclipse is.
Of great use in predicting eclipses is a knowledge of the cycle of the saros. The
cycle of the saros was known to the ancient Chaldeans, whose word ‘saros’ means
‘repetition’. The saros is a series of intervals of 18 years and 11 1/3 days (10 1/3
calendar days if the interval contains five leap years). This period of a little over 18
years very nearly contains evenly 19 eclipse years or 223 synodic months. Hence this
long after one eclipse, another will occur, for the sun returns to the same node after
any whole number of eclipse years and the moon is again at new phase after any whole
number of synodic months. For example, the eclipses of January 14, 1907, January 24,
1925, and February 4, 1943 belong to the same saros cycle. Other eclipses of this
period belong to other cycles. Because of the third of a day in the saros interval, any
eclipse of a cycle will occur one third of a day later, i.e., one third of the way farther
around the earth than the preceding eclipse of that cycle. Therefore every third eclipse
of a series should occur in the same region of the earth, and so it does approximately.
That it does not do so exactly is due tio the fact that 19 eclipse years is actually 0.46
days longer than 223 synodic months; consequently, the sun will be about
west
of its previous eclipse position at the time of a new eclipse. This gradually changes the
character of the eclipses of a cycle.
Each saros is a cycle of 68 to 75 solar eclipses over a period of some 1200 years.
Approximately 25 of these are wholly partial and 45 are annular or total. There are
now in progress 12 saros series whose eclipses are total. A series having eclipses in
1919, 1937, and 1955 is remarkable for the near maximum duration of totality; the
eclipse of June 8, 1937 had the greatest duration of totality of any eclipse in 1200
years.

The changing character of eclipses of the same saros cycle is brought out by an
inspection of the paths of totality of eclipses of (A) July 7, 1842, (B) August 8, 1896,
and (C) September 12, 1950.

During each saros cycle there will occur a series of lunar eclipses also, but
inasmuch as the lunar ecliptic limits are smaller than the solar, the series will last only
870 years. During this time there will be 48 or 49 lunar eclipses, about 23 of them
total.
7. Eclipse Phenomena
he phenomenon of a total eclipse of the sun is one of the most awesome
sights of nature, and it is small wonder that solar eclipses usually bring
consternation to superstitious peoples. An eclipse begins as partial, the moon
moving slowly from the west across the face of the sun. Unless one knows to
look at the sun at the time the moon’s east limb makes first contact with the west limb
of the sun, he would probably not be aware of anything unusual until the sun’s disk
were half or more obscured. As the crescent of the sun’s visible disk continues to
diminish, the sunlight will change in quality as well as become less intense, for light
from the sun’s limb has less blue in it than that from the center of the disk. In the last
stages of the partial phase, birds, animals, and even plants behave as they would at
sundown, and a dew or frost may form as the temperature falls. Images of the crescent
sun appear between the shadows of tree leaves and “ripple shadows” appear on white
surfaces. Finally, the last few rays of direct sunlight will come through the serrations
and irregularities of the moon's limb, reducing the vanishing crescent to a string of
Bailey’s beads. The beads vanish almost at once and their disappearance marks the
beginning of totality.
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In totality it seems strange enough to see the stars and planets during midday, but
the most remarkable feature of the eclipsed sun is its corona; at all other times it is
masked by the diffused brilliance of the sun’s disk. The corona is a pearly halo of light
two or three times the diameter of the sun and estimated to be altogether about half
as bright as the full moon, a millionth as bright as the sun itself. It is variable in shape,
the variations being due to the absence or the presence and arrangement of coronal
streamers. Until the invention of the coronagraph in 1939, the corona could be seen
only at times of total solar eclipses.
After a few minutes or seconds of totality, the moon has moved far enough east
to begin uncovering the sun’s west limb. First, Bailey’s beads will appear — this time
at the west limb. Then all the phenomena of the beginning of the eclipse will occur in
reverse order.

The earth’s atmosphere, like a drop of water, focuses the sunlight which passes through
it and effectively shortens the umbra of the earth’s shadow cone.

A total lunar eclipse is not nearly as spectacular. The atmosphere of the earth
causes the earth’s shadow to be ill-defined, and the penumbra will produce very little
noticeable effect on the moon’s brightness except in the neighborhood of the umbra.
Moreover, the umbra of the earth is not sharply defined as compared with the moon’s
umbra. When the moon passes into the umbra of the earth’s shadow, its brightness is
greatly reduced, but unless clouds on the earth prevent the passage of sunlight through
the zones of sunrise and sunset (west and east limbs of the earth), the moon never
becomes completely invisible. By refraction, the earth’s atmosphere bends the sunlight
which passes through it toward the axis of the shadow cone, effectively focussing
some of the sun's rays onto even when the moon is in the geometric umbra. The color
of the moon when it is visible in total eclipse is a dull coppery red; the light which has
passed through the sunset and sunrise zones has been reddened by diffusion.
From a scientific point of view, total eclipses of the sun are of considerable
importance. They permit otherwise unobtainable visual and radio observations to be
made of the outer layers of the sun and its corona. In the past, eclipses have given
opportunities to search for a suspected planet nearer the sun than Mercury, and for
satellites of Mercury and Venus; none was found. And finally, because of the
abruptness of the beginning and ending of totality, the relative positions of sun and
moon can be determined very accurately from eclipse observations.

A beam of starlight which grazes the sun will be bent by the sun’s gravitation. Its
direction of arrival at the earth will then be such as to make the star appear to have been
displaced away from the sun.

In the twentieth century, eclipses have offered opportunities to observe whether
or not the apparent positions of stars near the sun in the sky are displaced away from
it by gravitational refraction as predicted by the theory of relativity; they are. This was
dramatically demonstrated at an eclipse in 1918. The observations were extremely
delicate but gave the anticipated shift. The Hipparchos satellite (see Ch.7 §1) in the
twenty-first century confirmed the shift outside eclipses even to more than 90 degrees
from the sun.
Eclipses of the moon show the earth to have a circular shadow and hence offer
visual proof of the earth’s roundness. During total lunar eclipses, the moon’s position
can be measured relative to considerably fainter stars than otherwise, thereby giving
more exact data from which to determine its distance, size and motion.

8. Eclipses and History
ome of the most interesting uses of eclipses, solar and lunar, are for historical rather than astronomical ends. For example, by reference to a total eclipse of
the moon which is known to have taken place on June 15, 763 B.C., historians
can trace back with confidence to 911 in Assyrian chronology. Likewise, the
lunar eclipse of March 13, 4 B.C., took place at the death of King Herod and fixes the
birth of Christ as prior to the year 4 B.C.
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On occasion, eclipses have been turned to personal or political advantage. On
Columbus’ fourth voyage to the New World, he retrieved his authority and prestige
among disaffected natives, whose assistance was sorely needed, by foretelling a lunar
eclipse as a portent of God’s displeasure with them and, just before the moon’s
emersion from totality, representing to them that by his intercession the moon would
be restored to its former glory.
The earliest known eclipse for which there is an unambiguous record is one
referred to on clay tablets excavated from the ruins of the ancient city of Ugarit in
what is presently northwest Syria. The eclipse took place on the morning of May 3,
1375 B.C. It was 99 per cent total at Ugarit, the southern limit of totality having been
about 34 miles north of the city.
The most uncertain datum of ancient eclipse records is the time of mid-eclipse at
some locality; without it, the identity of an eclipse may be very uncertain. Such seems
to be the case, for example, with an eclipse referred to in ancient Chinese annals and
long identified as having occurred on October 22, 2137 B.C. This identification is now
thought to be erroneous.
The earliest certain date in Greek history is April 6, 648 B.C., the time of an
eclipse of the sun which was witnessed at Thasos. The most notable ancient eclipse
prediction was that of Thales of Miletus, who foretold the eclipse of May 28, 585,
B.C. The eclipse occurred as predicted; by chance, it occurred during a battle between
the Lydians and the Medes, who had been contending indecisively for some five years.
The effect of the eclipse was so unsettling and the portent so uncertain that an
immediate truce was arranged and a peace was ratified by a double royal marriage.
On a different occasion, the trepidation inspired by an eclipse resulted in a less
pacific outcome. In 310 B.C., the Greek city of Syracuse was reduced to dire extremity
by a siege by the Carthaginians. On August 15 of that year, a total eclipse of the sun
confirmed the Greeks' worst fears. However, Agathocles, commander of their fleet,
assured them that the celestial event presaged a change of fortune. The optimism
which Agathocles thus kindled in the Syracusan navy roused them to an offensive
strike which laid waste to Carthage’s territories on the African coast.
Some accounts of ancient eclipses have been invented for dramatic effect. Such
is the case of the eclipse which was supposed to have launched Julius Caesar across
the Rubicon.
The first American eclipse expedition observed the eclipse of October 27, 1780,
at Penobscot, Maine. It was financed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Since
the American Revolution was in progress, the expedition required a pass to cross the
British lines. It is an ironic sidelight to this expedition that it missed the eclipse path
by several miles, probably because of the inadequate theory of lunar motion then
available.

First mention of the solar corona is credited to Johannes Kepler, who observed an
eclipse at Naples in 1605. The first photograph of the corona was taken on July 18,
1860, at Shelbyville, Kentucky. The first record of prominence observations is from
1706, and prominences were independently noted by the astronomer Halley (for whom
the famous comet is named) in 1715. Not until 1860 were they shown to belong to the
sun rather than the moon.
Bailey’s beads are named in honor of Sir Francis Bailey, a British stockbroker who
became sufficiently well-to-do as to be able to devote himself to the serious study and
patronage of astronomy. He described the “beads” which he saw at the eclipse of May
15, 1836. The original discovery, however, must be credited to Halley, who observed
Bailey’s beads at the eclipse of May 3, 1715.
One of the most entertaining historical sidelights concerning eclipses has been
provided by the veteran eclipse observer and American astronomer S. A. Mitchell. In
his words, “Before crossing the Atlantic to witness the eclipse (May 28, 1900), the
head of one of the expeditions appealed to the United States government for a guard
of soldiers to protect the lives of the party from the wild natives of North Carolina. On
arriving in New York, however, their fears were effectually dispelled when the party
found themselves aboard a luxurious Pennsylvania Railroad train and discovered that
they themselves, their baggage and their instruments were routed through to their
destination — entirely free of charge.”
9. The Distance of the Moon
he distance of the moon can be measured to within an inch! The method by
which this is done is called laser ranging. It is very like radar ranging except
that visible light is used instead of a radio beam. The light beam is generated by
a laser and is therefore coherent. This means that the electromagnetic waves are
mutually in phase (in lock step) as they speed toward the moon. Because of this, they
spread relatively little. By the time the original pencil-thin beam of light reaches the
moon, it has grown to a few miles in diameter, much less than a beam of ordinary
incoherent light.
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The pulse of laser light lasts only about a billionth of a second and therefore
consists of a train only a foot or two long. The laser pulse is aimed through a large
astronomical telescope to one of three special retroreflectors placed at the sites of
Apollo missions 11,14 and 15 by the astronauts. The retroreflectors are so designed
that they will reflect any incident beam directly back on itself. By this means, the laser
pulse is returned to the telescope which sent it out just seconds before and its return
is sensed by a photoelectric cell and timed very accurately. During the elapsed time,
the laser pulse has sped to the moon and back at the speed of light — 186,000 miles
per second. From this we get the round trip distance, half of which is the distance to
the moon. The moon’s mean distance is found in this way to be 238,860 miles.
This method of determining the distance to the moon, relying as it does on
sophisticated technology and retroreflectors placed on the moon, is obviously not the
means whereby the moon’s distance was measured in the past. Heretofore, one
measured the parallax of the moon and applied the method of triangulation. Since
such a method must still be used on most of the bodies of the solar system and since
it is the fundamental method for determining the distances of the nearer stars, it is
deserving of careful consideration.

A measure of the base-line b and parallax p suffices to determine the moon’s
distance d. Then a measure of its angular diameter will permit a calculation of its
linear diameter D.

Suppose, for example, that it is desired to find the distance from a point A to an
object M which cannot be reached easily from A. The distance can be determined as
the length of the side AM of a triangle such as AMB whose base AB is laid off to suit
the measurer's convenience. By measuring the angles at A and B as well as the length
of the base AB, one obtains three of the six parts (three sides, three angles) of the
triangle; this is precisely what is required in trigonometry to be able to determine any
of the three unknown parts, such as side AM.
Evidently the problem is no different in principle from that of finding the distance
AM from an observer A on the earth to the moon at M. By prearrangement with an
observer at B, the direction of the moon is determined simultaneously at the two
points. The observer at A can determine the length of his baseline AB and the
direction of B from A by a knowledge of the longitudes and latitudes of A and B. He
then has the baseline and can find the adjacent angles at A and B; from these, the
distances AM and BM can be found.
In determining astronomical distances, however, one may take advantage of a
simplification which is possible because the sides AM and BM are so long compared
with the baseline AB and so nearly equal to each other in length. In the case of the
earth and moon, for instance, AM is at least 30 times longer than AB; the
corresponding ratio for all other astronomical bodies is even greater.
The near equality of AM and BM suggests that a circle centered at M with radius
AM would very nearly pass through B. Then, with AM so much larger than AB, the
length of the chord AB would be very little different from the length of the arc AB;
in fact, if the angle at M is less than 1 degree (which it will almost always be), the
difference between arc and chord is less than one thousandth of 1 per cent. Herein is
the simplification, for it is easy to determine the distance AM at which an arc of length
AB would subtend any given angle; it is determined by the formula
,
in which d is the distance from A to M, b the length of the baseline AB, and p the
angle at M expressed in minutes of arc. The distance d will have the same units
(miles, meters, etc.) as the base b.

This formula may be readily derived. We need only observe that the entire
circumference C of the circle of radius AM (= d ) will be as many times greater than
the arc AB (closely approximated by the baseline AB = b ) as a full is greater than the
angle at M (= p ). Written down, this proportion takes the
compact form
.
We now substitute
for C, convert degrees to minutes of arc by multiplying by
60, and solve the resulting equation for d. One then gets the equation for distance as
given above.
As a rule, the angle p will be so small in problems of astronomical interest that
it is more convenient to express it in seconds of arc. In this case, one uses the formula

where d and b are in the same units and p is in seconds of arc. It is derived as before
except that degrees have been converted to seconds by multiplying the number of
degrees by 3600.
How is the angle p to be measured? It is found quite directly by taking advantage
of the fact that the angular difference of the moon’s apparent position as seen from A
and B and gauged with respect to the stars is the required quantity; the angle AMB =
p.
It might seem that measurement of the angle AMB would require a close
cooperation among observatories strategically placed on the earth’s surface. While
cooperation of astronomers of all nations (and scientists generally) is commonplace,
the desired angle could be measured even by one observer alone, without outside
assistance. That is possible since the earth will very accommodatingly rotate any point
on the earth’s surface to a new position after the lapse of a few hours. Hence
observations made 12 hours apart will be made literally “half way around the earth”
from each other. Of course, due allowance must be made for the moon’s actual motion
in the meantime.
For the sake of uniformity, all observations are adjusted so that they will
correspond to the use of the earth’s equatorial radius as baseline. The angle subtended
by the earth’s equatorial radius at any distance is called the equatorial horizontal
parallax at that distance. The equatorial horizontal parallax at the moon’s mean
distance is
; it is customary to refer to this simply as the parallax of the
moon. Using this definition of parallax p and inserting the value of 3964.34 miles (the
earth's equatorial radius) for the length of the baseline, we can calculate the distance
of the moon to be
miles.
With this mean distance, the moon must have an orbit whose circumference is
approximately one and one half million miles. Dividing this by the number of hours
in its sidereal period will give the moon’s orbital speed, about 2290 miles per hour or
2/3 miles per second. It is also of interest that at the moon’s distance of about 60
earth’s radii, a free body would fall only 1/20 inch toward the earth in the first second
after release. (At the earth’s surface, the distance would be 16 feet). It is somewhat
astonishing to consider that each second the moon travels 2/3 miles and in that
distance deviates only 1/20 inch from a straight line path.

10. The Size and Mass of the Moon
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he next step is to determine how large or small the moon is. To this end, we
note that the original triangulation formula is versatile and may be used to
calculate the moon’s diameter. Solving the adapted equation

for the moon’s linear diameter D, we find that
,
where D and d are in the same units and is in minutes of arc. Since the moon’s
angular diameter is
at its mean distance of 238,860 miles, its linear
diameter must be
miles.
The moon’s diameter is thus 27 per cent of the earth’s. The moon therefore has only
7.4 per cent as much surface as the earth, only 2 per cent as much volume.
One would expect that with so much smaller a volume, the moon’s mass would
likewise be smaller. Since the advent of the space age, the mass of the moon can be
determined in the same way that the mass of the earth can be determined – from the
measured value of the acceleration of gravity at its surface. The motion of satellites
in orbit about the moon or the measure made by gravimeters set up on the moon show
that its surface gravity is 5.329 feet per second per second, very nearly one sixth the
surface gravity of the earth. Allowing for the difference in radii between earth and
moon, this implies that the moon’s mass is 1/81.3 as much as the earth’s.
This method of determining the moon’s mass, like the laser-ranging method of
determining the moon’s distance, has been available for the few years that satellites
or astronauts have been able to visit the moon. Before that time, the mass of the moon
had to be found by locating the center of gravity of earth and moon. The moon is as
much farther from this point as the earth is more massive than the moon.
To be able to find how far the center of gravity of earth and moon is from the
center of the earth, note again that it is the center of gravity which is moving about the
sun, obedient to Kepler’s laws. While the center of gravity is smoothly going around
the sun in an ellipse, the earth and moon waltz about it, one on either side. As a result,
the center of the earth is at first quarter ahead of the center of gravity, at last quarter
behind it. At these respective times the sun will appear ahead of or behind its proper
position on the ecliptic; the greatest amount is 6.439 seconds of arc. This is precisely
the parallax the sun would have from a base line of 2902 miles. In other words, the
center of the earth is this many miles from the center of gravity of moon and earth.
Evidently the moon’s center is 235,908 miles from it or 81.3 times farther. The earth
is therefore this many times more massive, which is to say that the moon’s mass is
1/81.3 as much as the earth’s.

The parallax of the sun, some 93,000,000 miles distant, is 6.4 seconds of arc when
one uses a baseline equal to the separation of the earth’s center from the center of
gravity of earth and moon. The baseline is therefore 2902 miles in length, 1/81.3th
part of the mean distance of the moon from the earth.

Even this standard method of determining the relative mass of the moon has been
given a space-age wrinkle. The Deep Space Network of radio telescopes which
tracked Mariner 9 on its flight from earth to Mars was able to measure the space
probe’s distance to an accuracy of 20-30 yards. As Mariner 9 travelled to Mars, its
distance from the earth oscillated because of the motion of the earth about the center
of gravity of the earth-moon system. From the amplitude of that oscillation the earth
was found to have 81.3007 times the mass of the moon.
11. The Lunar “Atmosphere”
aving determined the mass of the moon, it is then a simple matter to divide
the mass by the volume to discover that the moon’s mean density is 3.34 times
the density of water. This is close to the mean density of the earth's crust. This
is also a figure of great importance for the internal composition and constitution
of the moon.
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A second fact of much import is that the moon’s surface gravity is one sixth that
of the earth’s. Because of this, the astronauts could bound lightly on the moon even
when encumbered by clumsy space suits and support packs. But just as it is much
easier to jump high on the moon, it is also easier to escape entirely from the moon’s
gravitational control. Thus, whereas a molecule of the earth’s atmosphere would need
to have an outward speed of 7 miles per second to leave the earth permanently, the
velocity of escape from the moon is only about one fifth as great, or 1.5 miles per
second. This is a sufficiently common velocity for molecules of atmospheric gases at
ordinary temperatures that they have long since been lost to the moon. The absence
of any atmospheric effects such as a lunar twilight zone long ago confirmed that the
moon in fact has no atmosphere in the same sense as the earth. More recent direct
measurements at the moon’s surface show that there are less than a million atoms of
atmosphere per cubic inch; the total mass of the lunar “atmosphere” cannot exceed 10
tons.
These gases about the moon are not really an atmosphere; they are atoms
temporarily bound to the moon, some released by outgassing and radioactivity of the
lunar surface, some acquired from the solar wind. Were they not continuously

replenished, they would either escape or be swept away by the solar wind. Each
Apollo mission nearly doubled the lunar atmosphere temporarily by the addition of
its exhaust gases.
Inasmuch as the moon is unable to retain an atmosphere, it will have no water, for
water vapor would be lost just as other gases are. With no water, there are no oceans,
lakes, rivers or glaciers to erode the moon's surface. The sky is always cloudless.
With no atmosphere, there is nothing to prevent large and rapid rises of
temperature during the half-month day and large and rapid drops of temperature
during the half-month night. Thus the temperature of the moon varies from
F
(
F above the boiling point of water) to
F — a range of over
F.
Without an atmosphere on the moon, the sky will appear black, stars will be
visible at midday. All is calm and silence, for there is no air to transmit sounds or
blow a gale. Sunrise and sunset are abrupt, and there is no protection from the sun's
ultraviolet rays or from meteors. In view of these conditions, we must conclude that
the moon is a rugged desert devoid of life, more barren and inhospitable than any
desert on earth.
12. The Lunar Surface Features
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he unaided eye attests to the existence of lunar surface markings, for they
form the features of “the man in the moon”. Much more can be seen with only
a pair of binoculars, and a small telescope will give a view of all major features.

Those features most conspicuous to the naked eye are large plains, called maria,
which are darker in color than the rest of the surface and cover about half the
earth-side hemisphere. The term “maria”, from the Latin mare meaning “sea”, is
obviously inappropriate for any feature of the arid lunar surface. It is descended in
usage from the first few astronomers who systematically observed the moon
telescopically; to them, these appeared to be bodies of water. The approximately 30
maria have received fanciful names such as Mare Serenitatis (Sea of Serenity), Mare
Crisium (Sea of Crises), Sinus Iridum (Gulf of Rainbows, though of course a rainbow
could never exist to be seen by anyone on the moon), and Lacus Somniorum (Lake of
Dreams). The largest of the maria is Mare Imbrium (Sea of Showers), which in its
greatest dimension is about 750 miles across.
Most numerous and characteristic of the moon’s features are its craters. The
craters are ring-walled pits, usually nearly circular in outline. Though a few of the pits
are filled to a level above the surroundings, more than 99 per cent have bottoms below
the level of the adjacent surface, some of them thousands of feet lower. It is common
to find a peak or group of peaks near the exact center of the crater. The highest such
peak rises 7500 feet above the floor of the crater Moretus.
The largest craters are more aptly termed walled plains, for they are as large as 146
miles across (the crater Clavius) and greater than some of our smaller states such as
Maryland or New Jersey. In fact, the rim of Clavius would be below the horizon and
therefore invisible to an observer at its center. The walls of such craters commonly
have altitudes as great as 20,000 feet. Large craters are relatively shallower than small
ones; craters less than 20 miles in diameter have walls whose height is about 10 per
cent of the breadth of the crater, whereas the height of the walls of the largest craters
may be only 3 per cent of the breadth of the crater.

About 150 craters have diameters of more than 50 miles. Successively smaller
craters are increasingly numerous. The smallest that can be seen in the largest
telescopes are about one or two tenths of a mile across. There are an estimated
200,000 to 1,000,000 such craters.
Craters occur randomly over all parts of the moon’s surface, though less than 10
per cent occur in the comparatively smooth maria. In the rougher regions of the moon,
notably in the area about the moon’s south pole and on the far side, they exist in
profusion, often overlapping. It is commonplace to find smaller craters within or on
the rims of larger ones, though the overlapping of craters is never reciprocal.
The thousand or so largest, most conspicuous and most interesting craters have
received the names of ancient and medieval astronomers or philosophers. For
example, on the near side Tycho and Copernicus are present, as well as Plato,
Archimedes and Ptolemy; less familiar are such as Eudoxus, Piccolomini and
Arzachel. On the far side, craters have been given names of more recent men of
science and letters.
There are on the moon also ten ranges of mountains. Highest among them is the
Doerfel range on the moon's rough southern limb. The range has peaks well over
20,000 feet high; comparable terrestrial peaks would have altitudes of more than 15
miles (as compared with Mt. Everest’s 5.5 miles). Lunar mountains are well
preserved, for they are not subject to erosion as are terrestrial ranges; they are also
steeper, a reflection of the moon’s lower surface gravity. They differ further in being
arcuate and therefore not formed by plate tectonics like the linear terrestrial ranges.
Rilles are long canyon-like depressions. Some, more or less straight, may have
been produced by faulting — cracking or slipping of the crust along a linear fracture.
Others which wind irregularly, may have been cut by the flow of lava. Still others may
have resulted from the collapse of lava tubes, much like those which may be seen an
a much smaller scale in Idaho’s Craters of the Moon National Monument.
Comparatively inconspicuous features of the moon’s topography are the clefts.
These narrow valleys, ranging in length from 10 to 300 miles but generally not more
than 2 miles wide, are comparable in dimensions with the Grand Canyon. A majority
are found in the moon’s more elevated areas. The clefts appear to be gashes slashed
in the moon’s surface by low-trajectory objects of considerable size hurled out from
a large-scale impact explosion.
Least common of the moon’s relief features are the fault scarps, huge
embankments rising 1000 to 2000 feet above the adjacent plain and extending as far
as 70 miles. They stand out when the sun illuminates the face of the scarp squarely,
cast a shadow when illumination is from behind.
Unique to the moon are the lunar rays. The rays are streaks on the moon’s
surface, running almost radially out from several of the craters. Some rays are over
1000 miles in length, but none is more than 10 or 12 miles wide. These odd markings
are conspicuously lighter in color than the surrounding surface and extend with little
apparent change across maria, mountains and craters. They are not relief features, for
they cast no shadows. The most conspicuous ray systems surround the craters Tycho,
Copernicus and Kepler, the last few major craters to have been formed on the moon.
The ray systems strongly suggest the blast patterns created by bombs and shells and,
more particularly, by small-scale laboratory explosions made expressly for the sake
of comparison. They consist of splashes of dust and debris.

The rays and maria— coloration features — are best seen at the time of full moon
when the overhead sun casts no delineating shadows and color contrast alone can be
appreciated. On the other hand, relief features such as the craters, mountains, clefts
and scarps stand out most boldly at times when they occupy the neighborhood of the
terminator (the dividing line between the lit and unlit halves of the moon); their
shadows then show clearly and starkly that they are three-dimensional. The surface of
the moon offers a thoroughgoing contrast to that of the earth. Familiar geological
processes will not explain the physiognomy of the moon. What, then, is its origin? A
partial answer to this question may be sought for in the origin of the craters, which
form the dominant features on the moon.
13. The Origin of the Lunar Craters
he term “crater” suggests kinship with terrestrial volcanic cones. It is true
that gases in the lunar crust have produced some small blowholes, and some
small craterlets appear to be of igneous origin. Nevertheless, not one single
example of a true volcanic cone is to found on the moon. Terrestrial volcanoes
are distributed along long, narrow fault zones; lunar craters are distributed randomly.
The central peaks of lunar craters never attain the level of the surrounding plain. Only
4 per cent of large lunar craters have central peaks with summit craters. The peaks of
lunar craters are very near the center of the crater; most terrestrial double craters are
non-concentric. And finally, to produce craters of the size of the largest on the moon,
forces of a far greater magnitude are required than those which produce terrestrial
volcanic craters. Large meteorites produce the only known source of sufficient energy.
Let us compare lunar craters with terrestrial meteor craters.
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Lunar craters appear much deeper than they really are. In actual proportions they
are much like terrestrial meteor craters such as the Arizona Meteor Crater; these latter
are nearly always circular, with slightly upraised rims and depressed bottoms. As with
the lunar craters, the volume of the rim material is almost the same as the volume of
the pit. Lunar craters are surrounded by a jumble of fractured rock and often show
radial markings characteristic of an explosion. It therefore seems certain that lunar
craters are the result of the infall of relatively large solid bodies long ago in the moon's
history.
Let us try to imagine the effect upon the surface of the earth or moon of the impact
of a body a mile or so in diameter. It would be brought to rest in a fraction of a second.
If its speed were 4 miles per second, its energy of motion would be six times that of
an equal weight of high explosive. This enormous energy could not be imparted
instantaneously to the surrounding surface; the meteorite and the column of material
just beneath it would become extremely compressed and therefore very hot. Hence it
would explode with enormous violence, casting debris far and wide, possibly
rebounding elastically to form a central peak. In similar fashion, the explosion of inert
missiles with impact velocities of 4 to 5 miles per second has been demonstrated
experimentally. The fact that such a collision produces an explosion would inevitably
imply a nearly round crater even though the fall of the object may not have been
vertical.
14. A General Survey of the Lunar Surface Conditions
lthough the space programs have contributed to nearly every aspect of the
study of the moon, it is to knowledge of the constitution and history of the
moon that they have made the greatest additions. The Apollo flights have
returned some 843 pounds of lunar rocks and dust (at an estimated average cost of
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$28,500 per pound) from six sites; the Soviet Luna 16 and Luna 20 returned fewer
than 5 ounces. These flights also installed automated instruments of various kinds
from which data have been received ever since. A number of unmanned flights
soft-landed equipment which has also returned much valuable information.
From the Ranger, Surveyor and Orbiter programs came photographs of the lunar
surface at a range of a hundred or so miles. These showed details from tens to
hundreds of times finer than the best earth-based telescopes could produce. They also
photographed the otherwise inaccessible far side of the moon. From such material
came lunar atlases which are superior to atlases for some parts of the earth. Not only
were the visible topographic features mapped, but about a quarter of the lunar surface
was subjected to a rough bulk chemical analysis by detectors aboard the Surveyor
satellites. These detectors scattered alpha particles off the lunar surface and were able
to tell from the energies of the reflected particles the chemical identity of the reflecting
atoms, at least for the lighter elements.
From the lunar atlases one can also reconstruct in a general fashion the sequence
of events in lunar history. One can say, for example, that cratering by meteoritic
impact must have taken place primarily in the distant past, for the number of sizable
new craters is few. New craters can be recognized by the bright, fresh ray systems
centered upon them. Such are the craters Tycho and Kepler, for example.
The ray systems of old craters have darkened from exposure to cosmic rays and
the solar wind and to full strength solar ultraviolet radiation. Glass exposed to the
intense sunlight of the Mojave desert turns dark for the same reason. They have also
been stirred by small meteorite impacts and covered by the debris of later explosions.
Among the older craters, the sequence of their formation can often be established by
the fact that the older may be partially obliterated by the younger and the younger are
found within the older.
By such arguments, one can determine that the oldest recognizable features on the
moon are the great ringed basins presently occupied on the moon’s near side by the
maria. Lunar topographic maps show 43 such basins, distributed more or less evenly
over the surface.
This qualitative outline of the lunar surface and its history can be amplified greatly
with the aid of the vast amount of new information supplied by the space program. To
put this wealth of new knowledge in a manageable form, let us organize it to re-create
the state and history of the moon’s surface from the present backward into the
primordial mists of time. We begin with a summary of the present state of the moon.
15. The Present State of the Moon’s Surface
or the purposes of general description, the various areas of the moon’s
surface are classified as belonging either to the highlands or to the maria. The
maria are the comparatively smooth regions. The highlands are the remaining
rugged, heavily cratered regions. The designations “highlands” stems from the fact
that these areas are an average of 2 to 3 miles above the maria.
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Both highlands and maria are covered with a blanket of debris called the regolith.
The regolith consists of rock fragments from the size of powder particles to boulders.
Its average thickness is 4 to 5 yards on the maria and about double that in the
highlands; at a location near the Apollo 16 highland site, however, the regolith was
only a few inches thick. The surface material is very loose, but below a depth of about
a foot it is strongly compacted.

Core samples show that the regolith is a succession of strata which are blankets
of material ejected during the formation of the impact craters. An Apollo 15 deep core
nearly 8 feet long consisted of 42 layers, ranging in thickness from an eighth of an
inch to 5 inches. The material of the various layers may have come from hundreds of
miles away, having been projected such a distance by the explosion which formed one
of the large lunar craters.
Each layer of the regolith is well mixed, tilled by the impacts of meteorites and
micrometeorites. In ten million years, it is almost certain that the unchecked hail of
meteoritic particles will have turned over the uppermost half inch of the entire regolith
at least once. Though it may seem from this that the mixing process proceeds very
slowly, the moon is some 450 times ten million years old. Nevertheless, it is arresting
to contemplate that the footprints left by the astronauts will remain fresh for millions
of years unless they are disturbed by later astronauts.
The regolith is quite unlike any material previously known. The impact of a
sizable meteorite produces a shock wave that propagates pressures as high as half a
million atmospheres (7.5 million pounds per square inch). Such pressure vaporizes
and melts the lunar rocks and minerals. Droplets of condensed rock and mineral
vapors as well as blobs of molten rock rain down upon the surrounding area to a
distance of tens or hundreds of miles. A myriad such events has built up the regolith
over billions of years.
Chemical analyses, which can be made on samples as small as 0.00003 ounces,
have identified about 100 different minerals among the moon rocks and dust. This is
far less than the more than 2000 kinds of terrestrial minerals. The difference comes
about chiefly because the moon is waterless, has no free oxygen, and is deficient in
volatile elements, those with low freezing or melting points.
The dust of the regolith is a very efficient heat insulator; at a depth of only 33
inches the temperature is
F higher than at the surface. From lunar midday to lunar
dawn the surface temperature drops from
F to
F. This large fluctuation
diminishes to none only inches below the insulating surface of the regolith.
Bombardment of the moon’s surface by large meteorites is evident from the
multitude of large craters. Examination of the moon rocks and dust shows also the
effects of long exposure to the rain of micrometeorites, cosmic rays and the solar
wind. Micrometeorites, ranging in mass from a millionth to a thousandth of an ounce,
produce microcraters (also known graphically as “zap pits”) in the lunar rocks and
dust grains. Microcraters have diameters from a millionth of an inch to an inch.
Surfaces exposed for a million years or longer become saturated with microcraters.
The impinging micrometeorites strike at a velocity of 3 to 12 miles per second and
erode the moon’s surface at a rate of about one inch per 25 million years. Comet
debris is thought to be the origin of most micrometeorites.
On the one hand, the micrometeorites tend to pulverize the moon’s surface
material and on the other, the melting which accompanies the production of
microcraters tends to bond the regolith particles. The two competing processes are in
equilibrium for particles about 25 millionths of an inch in diameter.
Cosmic rays, consisting mostly of nuclei of the iron group elements, tunnel
through surface rock leaving tracks which may be rendered visible by chemical
etching. Exposed rock or grain surfaces commonly have 500 million cosmic rays
tracks per square inch. High-energy cosmic rays produce tracks to a depth of half a

foot. Low-energy cosmic rays from solar flares predominate in the first quarter of an
inch. Lunar core samples may thus be able to provide a history of solar flare activity
as far back as 1.5 billion years!
Cosmic rays also generate nuclear reactions in the particles with which they
collide. These reactions produce new isotopic species which are both stable and
radioactive.
The nuclei of the solar wind implant themselves in the lunar surface material,
which serves as a long-term collector for this sample of the solar atmosphere. The
lunar soil has trapped billions of tons of these solar nuclei. Evidence from the lunar
soil shows that the solar wind has been more or less constant for the past billion years.
It also shows that the solar wind is preferentially rich in hydrogen over helium and
that this selectivity has been maintained for at least several hundred thousand years.
Underlying the lunar regolith is the lunar mantle or rocky crust. All lunar rocks
thus far sampled are lava-derived igneous rocks. On the earth, such rocks include the
light colored coarse-grained granite, glass-like obsidian and the spongy pumice.
Perhaps not as familiar are the dark fine-grained basalt and the light colored
large-crystalled gabbros, norites and anorthosites. These latter rocks have large
crystals because they have cooled slowly beneath the surface. Moon rocks from the
maria are basalt, rich in titanium, iron and magnesium whereas those from the
highlands are anorthosite, rich in calcium and aluminum. Both the Apollo highland
rock samples and a survey of the lunar surface in reflected solar X-rays show that all
the highlands are predominantly anorthosite.
16. The Interior of the Moon
eismometers installed at the Apollo landing sites have given much information about the moon’s interior. The total absence of water, even in the lunar
minerals, and the lack of other volatile constituents permits seismic waves to be
transmitted virtually without loss of energy. Thus very faint disturbances can be
detected. The seismometers detect annually the impact of 70 to 150 meteorites which
range from a quarter pound to a ton. They also detect about 3000 moonquakes a year.
The average lunar quake releases about as much energy as a firecracker. All of them
together represent not even one ten billionth the energy of terrestrial quakes, less than
two ounces of TNT.
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Most moonquakes originate at depths between 370 and 500 miles. Most occur near
new or full moon when the spring tides produced in the moon by earth and sun induce
maximum strains. About 40 quake foci have been pinpointed and these serve as the
repeated origin of approximately 10 per cent of all moonquakes.
A detailed analysis of the seismic data indicates that the moon’s crust is about 40
miles thick, constituting 10 per cent of the volume of the moon. Next is the
lithosphere to a depth of 600 miles, occupying 82 per cent of the volume. Last is the
asthenosphere, from 600 miles to the moon’s center, comprising 8 per cent of the
moon. The crust is almost certainly anorthosite. The lithosphere is slightly denser. The
asthenosphere is probably plastic or partially molten, for it does not transmit
transverse seismic waves; it may include a small iron core, but very little about the
asthenosphere is certain. From a knowledge of the moon’s total mass and rotational
angular momentum, it is concluded that the density increases relatively little from
crust to asthenosphere.

Lunar seismology indicates that the topmost 6 miles of the crust is brecciated —
composed of a jumble of fragments which are well mixed. For another 9 miles, the
crust is fractured. Strangely, the far side crust is some 62 miles thick whereas the crust
on the near side is only 37 miles thick. In addition, the moon is slightly egg-shaped
(third harmonic), but in the moon’s case the line of symmetry is the tidal axis from
earth to moon instead of the moon’s axis of rotation. Because of the greater thickness
of low density crust on the moon’s far side, its geometric center is 1.5 to 2 miles
beyond its center of mass.
Temperature measures at various depths indicate that heat is flowing outward from
the moon’s interior at a rate one third as great as the earth’s thermal flux. Such a heat
flow requires that the temperature increase inward, and at a rate which would give a
temperature of
F at a depth of one mile! Since such a temperature is grossly
at odds with the other information about the lunar interior, it is concluded that the heat
is produced by radioactive elements, chiefly uranium and thorium, concentrated near
the surface. The heat loss must just balance the heat production, for the moon is
neither expanding nor contracting, as shown by the absence of shallow seismic
activity.
Such is the present state of things on the moon, and thus it has been for the last
3.16 billion years, about two thirds of the entire life of the moon. What events
transpired before the moon became utterly dead and lifeless?
17. The Moon’s Past
he most recent episode in the life of the moon was the era of lava flows.
Between about 3.2 and 3.9 billion years ago, floods of basaltic lava, such as
spew from the volcanoes of Hawaii and Iceland, erupted on the moon’s near side
to fill the great ringed basins and form the maria. With a few minor exceptions,
such flows did not occur on the far side, presumably because the thicker crust was
impenetrable; there are therefore no large maria on the back of the moon.
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The lava came from a depth of 60 to 200 miles in a long series of repeated flows.
The flows spread quickly and widely because they were extruded rapidly from below
and because they were of low viscosity, comparable to heavy motor oil at room
temperature. Because of their low velocity, they ran down slopes as gentle as one part
in a thousand. They were melted from various subsurface materials all of which
differed in composition from the highland anorthosite. The original material had thus
undergone at least one previous fractionation.
During the mare-forming era, the flows erupted intermittently, as the stratigraphy
of the maria shows. The first flows had a larger proportion of titanium. The later flows
originated at successively lower depths as the moon's crust gradually cooled. Crustal
radioactivity is presumed to have been the source of heat which energized this igneous
activity. As the radioactive elements decayed, the vulcanism subsided.
By the time of the most recent lava flows, the solid crust had attained a thickness
of 60 to 100 miles, giving it a strength sufficient to support the weight of the newly
formed maria. Since the density of the maria basalt is slightly greater than that of the
highland anorthosite, the mass of the maria is greater than that of an equal volume of
their surroundings. They therefore exert a slightly greater gravitational attraction than
other portions of equal volume of the moon's surface. Such mass concentrations,
called mascons for short, were detected by perturbations in the motions of satellites
as early as 1968. Conversely, unfilled craters of large size (100 miles or more) have
negative gravity anomalies which reflect a deficiency of mass.

The maria have suffered subsequent subsidence or settling, much as a newly built
house settles slightly for a number of years. As a result, compression of the maria
surfaces has produced wrinkle ridges.
One of the outstanding mysteries of this era of the moon’s history arises from the
discovery of remnant magnetism in the lunar rocks. The moon as a whole has no
magnetic field, but individual lunar rocks show magnetization such as would have
come about had they existed for a long time in the presence of a magnetic field whose
strength was 1 to 5 per cent of the present field at the earth’s equator. Did the moon
once have such an internal field? Was it later destroyed by radioactive heating of the
deep interior? The answer is not presently known. The randomizing of the orientation
of the magnetized rocks by meteoritic impacts has in any case cancelled their overall
field so that the moon as a whole has none.
One significant difference between lunar and terrestrial magnetic ores is that the
terrestrial magnetic materials are iron oxides whereas the lunar magnetic material is
pure iron, deposited as small crystals. This is possible only on a body completely
devoid of water and free oxygen.
The basalt flows and the formation of the maria began about 3.9 billion years ago
(3.9 aeons) at a time when the infall of meteorites was beginning to decline sharply.
Prior to that time, meteorites rained upon the moon in such numbers as to saturate its
entire surface with craters and largely obliterate still older features.
A secondary effect of the meteorite bombardment was to shatter, melt and heat the
lunar surface. The melting produced chemical fractionation which in effect reset the
radioactive and isotopic clocks. the 4-aeon isotopic age of the lunar highland rocks
therefore probably represents the time since meteoritic bombardment ceased to be a
dominant source of surface heating. Most important impacts of the era of intense
meteorite bombardment were the tremendous collisions which formed the great ringed
basins.
Meteorites have contributed about 1.5 per cent of the lunar regolith. Their
chemical composition appears to have been that of the most primordial and least
differentiated type of meteorite, known as carbonaceous chondrites.
The earth must have been subjected at the same time to an influx of meteorites
even more intense than the moon’s. Subsequent geologic processes have either
obliterated these ancient craters or buried them. In recent years, at least 100 terrestrial
impact craters have been recognized, most of them comparatively young. Probably the
best known is Meteorite Crater in Arizona, not more than 30 to 50 thousand years old.
Something of a curiosity on the moon is the occurrence of a special type of
mineral which has been given the name kreep.; the term has been formed from K
(chemical symbol for potassium), REE (abbreviation for “rare earth elements”)* and
P (chemical symbol for phosphorus), which are uncommonly abundant in kreep. In
addition, the elements barium, uranium and thorium are overabundant. Kreep is
localized in its occurrence, being most concentrated in the general vicinity of Mare
Imbrium and Oceanus Procellarum. Lighter colored outcrops of kreep were detected
in this area of the moon by (-ray detectors during surveys of the moon.
The origin of kreep appears to have been from a melt of pre-existing anorthosite.
The result of the melting was a physical fractionation of elements having large ions,
which were squeezed out in the process.

The primordial anorthosite was the end product of a still earlier melt and
fractionation. Between 4.4 and 4.6 aeons ago, the entire surface of the moon must
have been covered to a depth of 30 to 60 miles with a layer of melted rock. From this
magma, the anorthosite separated and formed a primordial a primordial crust. Melting
such a great quantity of lunar surface material may have been accomplished by the
impact heating of the barrage of infalling meteorites. No other reasonable mechanism
appears available or adequate at this time or place.
18. The Origin of the Moon
he intense bombardment of the surface of the primordial moon must have
been simply the culmination of a more general infall of large meteorites, called
planetesimals, out of which the body of the moon was formed by accretion in
as short a time as a thousand years. The fact that the moon is relatively deficient
in elements like sodium and potassium which have low melting points (volatiles) and,
conversely, has a relative surplus of elements such as hafnium and zirconium which
have high melting points (refractories), suggests that the moon was once hotter than
the earth has ever been. Perhaps it also formed slightly later than the earth from
material more depleted of volatiles.
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However the moon was formed, it must have been at the same distance from the
sun as the earth for the proportions of the isotopes
,
and
are the same.
In other parts of the solar system the isotopic proportions would have been measurably
different. Was it formed independently of the earth and subsequently captured? This
seems unlikely in view of the difficulty of capture, which requires the cooperation of
a third body such as the sun and the fulfillment of rather stringent conditions of
relative velocity, direction of approach, etc. Satellite capture is thought to have taken
place for several of the satellites of Jupiter, but these all revolve retrograde (in the
reverse sense) about the planet, a circumstance which substantially enhances the
prospect of capture.
Another suggestion which has received much currency is that the moon split from
the primordial rapidly rotating earth as a result of rotational instability. However, the
angular momentum required is greater than that now possessed by earth and moon
together. Moreover, the composition of the moon is too different from that of the
earth’s mantle. It is safe to say only that the details of the moon's origin are for the
present shrouded in the mysteries of astronomical antiquity. It is also safe to say that
mankind’s knowledge of the moon has come a very long way since Anaxagoras (ca.
500 - 428 B.C.) proposed that the moon was a stone.
19. The Moon Hoax
ne aspect of the Apollo program which received most prominence in the
news media was the “decontamination” of the astronauts. The astronauts of the
first three Apollo flights were kept in strict quarantine for three weeks after
their return, and the moon samples were sealed from external contamination
until their biological sterility could be established.
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Apollo 11 samples were subjected to 3000 tests for organic material using nine
nutrient media at four different temperatures in three different kinds of atmospheric
mixtures of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide. No trace even of terrestrial
biological contaminants was detected. Lunar rocks show no trace of fossil life. All
evidence indicates that life has never existed on the moon and could not under present
conditions.

Notwithstanding, one of the most fascinating chapters in the history of the study
of the moon concerns reports of life on the moon. It is the Great Moon Hoax of 1835.
In August of that year, the editor of the new and struggling New York Sun conspired
with one of his enterprising reporters, British-born John Locke, to concoct a series of
articles about spectacular astronomical discoveries newly made by the leading
astronomer of the day, Sir John Herschel. Sir John was the son of Sir William
Herschel, discoverer of the planet Uranus and one of the great astronomers of all time.
The Sun announced that by peculiar good fortune it had received a special
supplement to a scientific journal of that day which detailed remarkable discoveries
made not long before (this was nearly a century before radio or television) at the Cape
of Good Hope in South Africa by Sir John. The astronomer had allegedly chosen the
site in South Africa for its superior observing conditions and the fact that it was in the
southern hemisphere. In truth, he had actually gone to South Africa the year before in
order to survey the southern skies.
The Sun declared that it was reporting “recent discoveries in astronomy which will
build an imperishable monument to the age in which we live.” The discoveries were
said to have been made possible by Sir John's invention and construction of a
telescope based upon a new principle and of vast dimensions (24-foot mirror, 15,000
pounds). It could achieve a magnification of 42,000 times and show closeups of the
lunar surface that would permit even the study of insects on the moon.
The story, serialized over the period of a week, ran to 11,000 words. It told of
astonishing astronomical discoveries of every sort, but the ones which monopolized
the imagination of the reading public were those having to do with the moon. There
were descriptions of geological formations, minerals, rivers, trees and plants of new
and interesting varieties. Exotic animal species included a unicorn-like animal and
numerous birds. Especially remarkable was a kind of beaver which stood upright,
carried its young in its arms, and lived in huts from which Herschel and his assistants
were said to have seen smoke rising!
The climax of the account, however, was a description of the discovery of
man-like creatures. Their point of greatest difference with homo sapiens, however,
was the possession of bat-like wings. For this reason they were given the designation
vespertilio homo or man bats. Reporter Locke’s flair for public relations was
brilliantly displayed in the quotations he attributed to one of Sir John’s assistants:
“Our further observation of the habits of these creatures, who were of both sexes, led
to results so very remarkable that I prefer that they should first be laid before the
public in Dr. Herschel’s own work, where I have reason to know that they are fully
and faithfully stated, however incredulously they may be received.”
The hoax came to an end with its exposure by a rival newspaper and Locke’s
confession that it was all a creation of his fertile imagination. It had achieved its
intended result, however, for the New York Sun had in the space of a few days
attained the greatest circulation of any newspaper in the world at that time.
Though the articles purported to describe life on the moon, they were probably
more illuminating concerning life on earth: a deputation of professors from Yale
travelled to the office of the Sun to see at first hand the alleged scientific journal
supplement from which the stories were drawn; church groups gathered to ponder how
they might evangelize the heathen man bats; British altruists met to determine if
possible whether slavery existed among the man bats and, if so, how they might
abolish it.

Such reactions may titillate us in this age of greater sophistication, yet there may
well be an object lesson in this slightly ludicrous affair. It is worth noting that reporter
Locke had a masterful command of his native tongue and that he invented much
convincing detail couched in impressive scientific and pseudo-scientific jargon.
These outweighed all of the absurdities in the judgment of all but a few readers.
Locke’s contemporary, the poet Edgar Allen Poe, summed up the Moon Hoax a few
years afterward in two penetrating sentences. He said that the hoax “was, upon the
whole, the greatest hit in the way of sensation — of merely popular sensation — ever
made by any similar fiction either in America or Europe. ... That the public was
misled, even for an instant, merely proves the gross ignorance which, ten or twelve
years ago, was so prevalent on astronomical topics.”
Can we be certain that we have since achieved immunity?

Questions
66. (a) W hat is the moon’s apparent motion in the sky? (b) W hat is the moon’s apparent motion on the
celestial sphere? (c) W hat is the moon’s space motion relative to the earth? (d) W hat is the moon's
motion relative to the sun?
67. (a) W hat is the moon’s mean distance from the earth? (b) Its orbital eccentricity? (c) Its orbital
inclination? (d) Its sidereal period? (e) How does the sun affect these quantities? (f) W hat does the sun
do to the moon's line of apsides? (g) How does the sun affect the line of intersection of the moon's
orbital plane and the earth's orbital plane?
68. (a) Is the moon attracted more strongly by the earth or the sun? (b) W hat consequence has this for
the moon’s orbit about the sun?
69. (a) How are the phases of the moon brought about? (b) How are the earth’s “phases” related to the
moon’s? (c) What is the explanation of earthlight on the moon? (d) How long is the period of the
moon’s phases? (e) W hat is it called? (f) W hy does it differ from the moon’s sidereal period?
70. (a) W hy does the moon keep the same face toward the earth? (b) W hat is the probable cause of the
moon’s having equal periods of rotation and revolution?
71. (a) W hat are librations? (b) Identify four kinds of lunar librations and explain their causes.
72. (a) W hat is the average length of the “lunar day” (length of time between consecutive meridian
passages of the moon)? (b) What are the lengths of the longest and shortest lunar days? (c) W hy is there
such a range?
73. (a) At what phase of the moon do solar eclipses occur? (b) Lunar eclipses? (c) Why is there not a
solar and lunar eclipse every month? (d) W hat special conditions must be met in order that an eclipse
occur?
74. (a) W hat is an eclipse season? (b) How often do eclipse seasons occur? (c) W hat is the least number
of solar eclipses in a single eclipse season? (d) The greatest number? (e) How many solar eclipses must
there be in a calendar year? (f) How many may there be?
75. (a) W hat is the least number of lunar eclipses in a single eclipse season? (b) The greatest number?
(c) How many lunar eclipses must there be in a calendar year? (d) How many may there be? (e) W hat
is the least number of any kind in a calendar year? (f) The greatest number?
76. (a) W hat form has the shadow of earth or moon? (b) W hat are its parts? (c) W hat kind of eclipse
would be witnessed from each part? (d) Have you ever been in the moon’s umbra? If so, when? (e)
Have you ever been in the earth’s umbra? If so, when?
77. (a) W hat kind of solar eclipse is most common? (b) Least common? (c) W hy? (d) W hat conditions
are the most favorable for a total solar eclipse? (e) Least favorable?
78. (a) W hat is the maximum width of the moon's shadow on the surface of the earth? (b) W hat is the
maximum duration of totality during a solar eclipse? (c) At what time of day will a total solar eclipse
begin? (d) W hen will it end? (e) W here will this take place in relation to the point at which it began?
(f) How can totality be artificially prolonged?
79. (a) How common are lunar eclipses as compared to solar eclipses? (b) W hy are lunar eclipses more
widely observed? (c) W hat is the greatest duration of totality of a lunar eclipse?

80. (a) W hat is the saros? (b) Predict the next two eclipses of the saros cycle which includes the eclipse
of February 4, 1943. (c) Why do saros cycles terminate? (d) W hy are lunar cycles shorter than solar
cycles?
81. (a) Describe the progress of a total solar eclipse. (b) W hat phenomena are peculiarly characteristic
of a total solar eclipse?
82. (a) Describe the progress of a total lunar eclipse. (b) Why does the moon not completely disappear
from view during a total lunar eclipse? (c) W hy does the moon appear reddish during an eclipse?
83. (a) Of what scientific interest are eclipses of the sun and moon? (b) Of what historical interest are
they?
84. (a) W hat is the modern method of determining the moon’s distance? (b) How accurate is it? (c)
W hat method was used previously? (d) W hat would be the distance of a mountain peak if two surveyors
200 feet apart find it to have a parallax of 45 minutes of arc?
85. How can the lunar parallax be determined from two points on the earth? (b) From a single location?
(c) W hat is the numerical value of the lunar parallax?
86. (a) W hat is the moon's diameter? (b) How is it determined? (c) W hat is the moon's mass? (d) How
is it most accurately determined? (e) W hat method has been used in the past to determine the moon's
mass? (f) How have space probes improved even this method?
87. (a) How great is the moon’s surface gravity? (b) Its velocity of escape? (c) W hat important
consequence results from the moon's low velocity of escape?
88. (a) How much “atmosphere” does the moon have? (b) Is it permanent? (c) W hat is its origin? (d)
W hat does the lack of atmosphere imply concerning conditions and process on the moon?
89. (a) W hat are the “features” of the man in the moon? (b) W hy is their name inappropriate? (c) W hat
is a lunar crater? (d) How does it differ from a volcanic cone? (e) W hat is the range of crater sizes? (f)
How were the craters formed?
90. (a) How do lunar mountain ranges differ from those on earth? (b) How high are they? (c) How were
they formed?
91. (a) W hat are rilles? (b) What are clefts? (c) What are scarps? (d) W hat are rays? (e) W hat are
wrinkle ridges?
92. (a) How can bulk chemical analyses be made by satellite? (b) How can the relative ages of lunar
surface features be determined? (c) How can the youngest craters be identified? (d) W hen were the
maria formed? (e) How?
93. (a) W hat is the regolith? (b) How thick is it? (c) How was it formed?
94. (a) W hat kind of rocks form the lunar mantle? (b) W hy are there fewer kinds of minerals on the
moon than on the earth? (c) W hat is kreep?
95. (a) How are moonquakes detected? (b) How do they differ from earthquakes? (c) W here do most
occur? (d) W hen do most occur? (e) W hat is the condition of the uppermost few miles of the lunar
crust?
96. (a) W hat is the temperature range at the lunar surface? (b) W hat is the range just a few feet into the
regolith? (c) W hat is the heat flux at the moon's surface? (d) W hat is its source?
97. (a) W hat effect have micrometeorites on the lunar surface? (b) W hat effect have cosmic rays? (c)
Solar wind particles?
98. (a) W hat is a mascon? (b) How is it detected? (c) W hat is its origin?
99. (a) W hy is remnant magnetism surprising? (b) How do lunar magnetic ores differ from terrestrial
ones? (c) W hy?
100. (a) How is it known that the moon was formed at the same distance from the sun as the earth? (b)
W hat are several theories of the moon’s origin? (c) W hat objections can be raised against each?

